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The Double-Bay Layout Problem
Xingquan Zuo, Senior Member, IEEE, Chase C. Murray, Member, IEEE,
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Abstract—The layout of a semiconductor manufacturing
facility can play a significant role in reducing operating costs and
improving productivity. This paper introduces the double-bay
layout problem that is encountered in semiconductor fabrica-
tion. This new problem not only considers the assignment and
relative ordering of machines in two bays but also determines the
exact location of each machine, and incorporates two objectives
of minimizing material handling cost and layout area. A hybrid
methodology combining a multi-objective genetic algorithm with
linear programming is proposed to solve this problem. The
genetic algorithm effectively identifies the set of non-dominated
machine sequences, while the linear program uses the relative
assignments obtained by the genetic algorithm to determine
optimal absolute machine locations. Experimental results indi-
cate that the proposed hybrid methodology finds Pareto-optimal
solutions for small-scale problems and high-quality solutions for
problems of practical size.

Index Terms—Layout, manufacturing planning, semiconductor
device manufacture.

I. INTRODUCTION

WELL-DESIGNED facility layouts can enhance system
performance by reducing operating costs and improv-

ing productivity, equipment utilization, and product yield [1].
One common facility layout class in semiconductor man-
ufacturing is the bay configuration since it affords ready
machine access for maintenance and operation of the physical
equipment [2]. Bay configurations are popular in a wide-
variety of manufacturing contexts, including steel production,
artillery combat vehicle fabrication, and bridge crane man-
ufacturing [3], although research on bay layout problems is
scarce [4]. Moreover, existing studies consider the material
handling cost as the only optimization objective, ignoring the
layout area. For semiconductor manufacturing in particular,
the layout area should also be considered, as cleanroom con-
struction costs may exceed $3,500 per square foot [5]. In
addition, previous studies only determine the relative order-
ing of machines in each bay and do not optimize the exact
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location of each machine. However, optimizing exact loca-
tions of machines can decrease the material handling cost for
layout problems with more than one row. For industries with
tight profit margins, even a small decrease in material handling
cost may translate into considerable additional profit.

Semiconductor manufacturers have traditionally adopted
functional area layouts, whereby all machines of the same type
share the same bay. While such layouts may support high prod-
uct variety or low product volumes (see [6], [7]), [8] notes that
this results in high inter-bay material movement. To reduce
the resulting extended lead times, improve resource utiliza-
tion, and increase throughput rates, [8] proposes a distributed
bay layout configuration, where replicas of a given machine
type may be assigned to different bays. As such, this paper
considers the distributed bay configuration, thus decreasing
inter-bay material movement by allowing two bays to contain
all machine types required to produce certain products.

We define the double-bay layout problem (DBLP) in which
the two bays are linked by an overhead unidirectional track for
material travel, as illustrated in Figure 1. This automated mate-
rial handling system (AMHS) has been widely implemented
in semiconductor fabrication due to its relatively low cost in
dispatching and traffic control, and the ability to meet high-
speed delivery requirements [6], [9]. Solutions to the DBLP
locate each of m machines in one of the four rows defin-
ing the two bays, where R = {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes the set of
rows. Each machine i ∈ I has a width wi and a depth di,
where I = {1, . . . , m} represents the set of all machines. It is
assumed that the load/unload port of each machine is located
at the midpoint of that machine’s width. The number of prod-
ucts that must travel from machine i ∈ I to j ∈ {I\i} is given
by fi,j. Each pair of machines i and j must be separated by at
least a minimum clearance, denoted as aij. Note in Figure 1
machines 13 and 15 are separated by a distance greater than
a13,15. Separations exceeding the minimum clearance require-
ments can reduce material handling costs, as will be made
clearer shortly.

Each bay (that is, the area between rows 1 and 2, or
between rows 3 and 4) has a pre-specified width, c, which
also defines the width of the AMHS track within each bay.
The length of the AMHS track extending outside the widest
bay is a constant, e. A sufficient pre-specified clearance, C,
must exist between the deepest machines in rows 2 and 3 to
allow equipment to be moved in or out.

In this paper, a mixed integer linear programming model for
the complete DBLP is established, such that a mathematical
programming solver can find its globally optimal solution for
small-scale problems. To achieve Pareto optimal solutions for
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Fig. 1. A notional representation of the double-bay layout problem.

large-scale problems, we propose a novel hybrid methodol-
ogy combining a multi-objective genetic algorithm and linear
programing, which we term MOGA-LP. The MOGA simul-
taneously optimizes the assignment and order of machines in
each bay to obtain a set of non-dominated machine sequences.
Based on the formulation of the DBLP, a linear program (LP)
is solved for each non-dominated machine sequence to find the
optimal locations of machines in the sequence. The solutions
produced by the LP form the set of final Pareto solutions.

II. RELATED WORK

The double row layout problem (DRLP), bay layout prob-
lems, and unidirectional loop layout problem (ULLP) are
related to our work and are reviewed below.

The DRLP, first introduced by [10], seeks to arrange
machines on either side of one aisle, such that adjacent
machines must be separated by a minimum pre-specified
clearance. A mixed-integer programming formulation and five
heuristics were proposed by [11], followed by a revised for-
mulation in [12]. A local search procedure for the DRLP with
asymmetric material flow was proposed by [13]. An extended
DRLP (EDRLP) in which a non-zero aisle width is incorpo-
rated, and the objectives of minimizing both material handling
cost and layout area were considered in a linearly-weighted
objective function, was presented in [14]. A multi-objective
tabu search heuristic was proposed in [15]. Similar to the
DRLP, the corridor allocation problem (CAP) considers two
parallel rows of machines separated by a single aisle (see [16]).
However, the CAP does not consider clearance requirements
between machines, making it a purely combinatorial problem.

The DBLP can be viewed as a combination of two DRLPs
linked by an AMHS. However, while the DRLP assumes that
materials may move directly between machines (e.g., by hand),
the DBLP uses the unidirectional track for material transfer.

Bay layout problems seek the assignment of departments
to multiple parallel bays in an effort to minimize the material
handling costs between bays. A modified quadratic set cover-
ing problem formulation was established by [6]. An extension,
in which the order of facilities in each bay is also deter-
mined, was provided by [3]. A two-stage solution methodology
was proposed, whereby a mixed integer program assigned

TABLE I
DECISION VARIABLES

departments to bays, followed by a dynamic programming for-
mulation to determine the ordering of departments within each
bay. A similar two-stage procedure was proposed by [8] in the
context of a distributed bay layout problem, where replicas of
a given department type may exist in different bays. While the
above studies assumed that each bay has fixed and identical
widths, [4] considered bay layout problems in which limited
flexibility in the areas of each bay is allowed. Recently, [17]
proposed a hybrid of particle swarm optimization and local
search to solve a layout problem with a flexible bay structure,
where the width of each bay depends on the total area of the
departments assigned therein.

By contrast, the proposed DBLP explicitly considers the
material handling costs both between and within bays,
where minimum clearance requirements must be observed.
Furthermore, we are not aware of any multi-objective bay
layout problem with the objective of minimizing layout area.

The ULLP, a review of which is provided by [18], seeks to
assign m workstations to m candidate locations in a closed one-
directional loop (racetrack) to minimize the total handling cost
of the manufactured parts. Traditionally, one of the m worksta-
tions is designated to be a load/unload station in which parts
enter/exit the system. However, [19] generalized this problem
by considering attachable equipment to allow each workstation
to serve as a load/unload point.

Although our problem utilizes a unidirectional material han-
dling system, the DBLP differs from the ULLP in several
respects. First, the ULLP does not explicitly consider machine
clearance restrictions, as the m candidate workstation locations
are pre-specified. Additionally, the workstations in a ULLP are
arranged around the exterior of a racetrack-shaped conveyor
system, rather than in a bay-based layout. Finally, the ULLP
does not consider the minimization of total space requirements.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND STRUCTURAL

PROPERTY ANALYSIS

A mixed integer linear programming formulation of the
DBLP is established, using the parameter notation defined in
Section I. Decision variables are summarized in Table I.

Min {Obj1, Obj2} (1)
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Obj1 =
∑

i∈I

∑

j∈{I\i}
fijTij (2)

Obj2 = A (3)

s.t. W ≥ xir + (1/2)wiyir ∀ i ∈ I, r ∈ R, (4)

xir − (1/2)wiyir ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, r ∈ R, (5)

sr ≥ di(W + e)− diM(1− yir) ∀ r ∈ R, i ∈ I,

(6)

A =
∑

r∈R

sr +W(C + 2c)+ e(C + 2c), (7)

xir ≤ Myir ∀ i ∈ I, r ∈ R, (8)∑

r∈R

yir = 1 ∀ i ∈ I, (9)

(
wiyir + wjyjr

)
/2+ aijzrji ≤ xir − xjr

+ M
(
1− zrji

) ∀ i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2, r ∈ R,

(10)(
wiyir + wjyjr

)
/2+ aijzrij ≤ −xir + xjr

+ M
(
1− zrij

) ∀ i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2, r ∈ R,

(11)

Tij ≥ xjr − xir −M
(
1− zrij

)

∀ r ∈ {1, 3}, i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, (12)

Tij ≤ xjr − xir +M
(
1− zrij

)

∀ r ∈ {1, 3}, i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, (13)

Tij ≥ L− xjr + xir −M
(
1− zrij

)

∀ r ∈ {2, 4}, i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, (14)

Tij ≤ L− xjr + xir +M
(
1− zrij

)

∀ r ∈ {2, 4}, i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, (15)

Tij ≥ L− c− xi1 − xj2

− M
(
2− yi1 − yj2

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(16)

Tij ≤ L− c− xi1 − xj2

+ M
(
2− yi1 − yj2

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(17)

Tij ≥ 2W + 3c+ 2e+ D− xi1 + xj3

− M
(
2− yi1 − yj3

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(18)

Tij ≤ 2W + 3c+ 2e+ D− xi1 + xj3

+ M
(
2− yi1 − yj3

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(19)

Tij ≥ 2W + 2c+ 2e+ D− xi1 − xj4

− M
(
2− yi1 − yj4

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(20)

Tij ≤ 2W + 2c+ 2e+ D− xi1 − xj4

+ M
(
2− yi1 − yj4

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(21)

Tij ≥ 2W + 4c+ 2e+ D+ xi2 + xj3

− M
(
2− yi2 − yj3

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(22)

Tij ≤ 2W + 4c+ 2e+ D+ xi2 + xj3

+ M
(
2− yi2 − yj3

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(23)

Tij ≥ 2W + 3c+ 2e+ D+ xi2 − xj4

− M
(
2− yi2 − yj4

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(24)

Tij ≤ 2W + 3c+ 2e+ D+ xi2 − xj4

+ M
(
2− yi2 − yj4

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(25)

Tij ≥ 4W + 3c+ 2e+ 2D− xi3 − xj4

− M
(
2− yi3 − yj4

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(26)

Tij ≤ 4W + 3c+ 2e+ 2D− xi3 − xj4

+ M
(
2− yi3 − yj4

) ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i},
(27)

Tji = L− Tij ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, (28)

d′2 ≥ di −M(1− yi2) ∀ i ∈ I, (29)

d′3 ≥ di −M(1− yi3) ∀ i ∈ I, (30)

D = d′2 + d′3 + C, (31)

L = 4W + 2D+ 4c+ 2e (32)

zrij + zrji ≤ yir ∀ i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2, r ∈ R, (33)

zrij + zrji ≤ yjr ∀ i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2, r ∈ R, (34)

zrij + zrji + 1 ≥ yir + yjr

∀ i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2, r ∈ R, (35)

xir ≥ 0, yir ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ I, r ∈ R, (36)

zrij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, r ∈ R, (37)

Tij ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ {I \ i}, (38)

sr ≥ 0 ∀ r ∈ R, (39)

A, W, D, L, d′2, d′3 ≥ 0. (40)

The objective function (1) consists of objectives (2) and (3),
which are to be minimized simultaneously. Objective (2) seeks
to minimize the material handling cost, while the value of
objective (3) is defined as the area of the smallest rectangle
enclosing all machines and the track in the resulting layout.
Constraints (4)–(6) determine lower bounds on the width W
and the layout area consumed by the machines located in each
row. The objective (3) serves to make constraints (4)–(6) bind-
ing. Constraint (7) calculates the total area of the resulting
layout. Constraints (8) and (9) ensure that each machine is
placed in exactly one row. Constraints (10) and (11) guaran-
tee that the minimum clearance between any two machines is
satisfied, where I1 = {1, . . . , m − 1} and I2 = {i + 1, . . . , m}
for all i ∈ I1. The constant M is a sufficiently large value.

Constraints (12)–(28) calculate the travel distance between
any two machines located in the same row or two differ-
ent rows. Since the material is transferred by a unidirectional
track, Tij does not equal Tji. Constraints (29) and (30) provide
the lower bound on the depth of the deepest machine in rows
2 and 3, respectively. Constraints (31) and (32) determine the
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Fig. 2. An area-minimizing solution, sa, produced by separating adjacent
machines by their minimum allowable clearances.

width of the bay pitch and the total length of the unidirec-
tional track, respectively. Constraints (33)–(35) relate binary
decision variables zrij and yir. Finally, (36)–(40) define the
decision variables.

A. Analysis of Structural Properties

A solution to the DBLP (i.e., a layout) captures the sequence
of machines in each row as well as the exact location of each
machine. For a given machine sequence in each row, there are
an infinite number of solutions that may be obtained by adjust-
ing the precise location of each machine (in continuous space).
Fortunately, there is a single solution for a given machine
sequence that simultaneously minimizes the area consumed
and the material handling cost.

For example, consider a 10-machine instance (problem P1
10

in Section V). A machine sequence, S, in the four rows is
[8 3 5; 4 7; 2 9 10; 1 6]. The depth of the layout for this
fixed sequence is determined by the deepest machine assigned
to each row. Thus, the total area is minimized if the width of
the layout corresponding to S is minimized. Finding the exact
location of each machine that minimizes the area consumed
is simply a matter of placing the machines with a separation
between each pair of machines equal to their minimum allow-
able clearances. We denote this area-minimizing layout for
this given sequence by sa (see Figure 2). The other objective
is to minimize material handling cost. Recall that the binary
decision variables yir and zrij specify the relative ordering of
machines within each row. For a given sequence, S, the values
of these decision variables may be readily determined. Thus,
with these binary variables fixed, the mixed integer program-
ming formulation becomes a pure linear program. Solving this
LP, with only the objective of minimizing cost, yields the opti-
mal values of continuous decision variables xir (i.e., the exact
location of each machine). We denote this cost-minimizing
solution as sc (see Figure 3).

Compared to sa (Figure 2), some machines in sc (Figure 3)
have shifted to the right (machines 3, 5, and 10, shaded in
gray). This behavior shows that it may be advantageous for
some machines to be separated by more than their minimum
clearance requirements to minimize material handling costs.
However, the widths of sa and sc are necessarily identical; in
the DBLP, where material is moved via a unidirectional track,

Fig. 3. The cost-minimizing solution, sc, produced by linear programming.
This is also an area-minimizing solution.

a solution with a larger width (area) will increase the length of
the track. This would result in an increase in material handling
costs. Thus, sa and sc consume the same (minimum) area.

Since sc is the solution with both the minimum area and the
minimum cost among the infinitely-many solutions associated
with a given sequence, S, it must be the only non-dominated
solution for S. The proposed solution approach exploits this
property to efficiently explore the solution space.

IV. SOLUTION APPROACH

The DBLP can be decomposed into a combinatorial
subproblem to determine the assignment and sequence of
machines, and a continuous subproblem to identify the optimal
exact location of machines for the assignment and sequence.

It is well known that the machine assignment and sequence
problem is NP-hard [20] and, as such, its computational
complexity precludes the use of any exact approaches for
problems of practical size. Instead, we turn to evolutionary
algorithms (EAs), which are well-suited for NP-hard prob-
lems [21]. In this paper, a hybrid algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
proposed that combines a multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) with an LP.

A. A Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm for the DBLP

The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-
II) [22] is one of the most popular and effective multi-objective
EA. We adapt the NSGA-II in three ways to more effec-
tively find the set of non-dominated machine sequences. First,
the DBLP requires a new solution encoding and appropriate
genetic operators designed specifically for this mixed variable
problem. Thus, we devise a concise solution encoding scheme
as well as the crossover and mutation operators for the DBLP.
Second, to improve the solution quality, a novel restart method
is integrated within the NSGA-II framework to improve algo-
rithm stability and produce additional non-dominated machine
sequences. Finally, an archive set is introduced to store the
best non-dominated solutions found so far, avoiding the loss
of elitist solutions due to the restart.

1) Solution Encoding: Each individual represents a
sequence of machines, S, across all four rows. An individ-
ual is encoded as two integer vectors: (1) a sequence vector
representing a permutation of all machines; and (2) a break-
point vector identifying the number of machines in each row.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the MOGA-LP
1: % MOGA:
2: Produce n individuals to populate P0;
3: A = ∅; % Start with an empty archive set
4: g = 0; % Initialize number of generations
5: while (g ≤ maxGen) do
6: Evaluate each individual in Pg;
7: Rank all individuals in Pg;
8: Form population P′g from Pg via selection operator;
9: Form population P′′g via crossover operator on P′g;

10: Form population Qg via mutation operator on P′′g;
11: Evaluate each individual in Qg;
12: for (each non-dominated individual, S, in Qg) do
13: if (S is dominated by any individual in A) then
14: Discard individual S (no update);
15: else
16: if (S dominates any individual in A) then
17: Remove dominated individuals from A;
18: Add S to A;
19: else
20: if (A is not full) then
21: Add S to A
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: if (no updates to A for Iter generations) then
27: Re-initialize the population as Pg+1;
28: else
29: Rg ← Pg ∪ Qg, and rank all individuals in Rg;
30: Pg+1 ← Top n individuals of Rg;
31: end if
32: g← g+ 1;
33: end while
34: % LP:
35: for all (S ∈ A) do
36: Fix the values of yir and zrij;
37: Solve the resulting LP;
38: end for
39: Report all non-dominated solutions;

Fig. 4. An encoding of the sequence vector with breakpoint vector [3 5 8].

For example, the coding of a 10-machine sequence is given in
Figure 4. The breakpoint vector, [3 5 8], indicates that there are
3 machines in row 1, 5− 3 = 2 machines in row 2, 8− 5 = 3
machines in row 3, and 10− 8 = 2 machines in row 4.

2) Population Initialization: Each individual in the initial
population is produced as follows. First, the sequence vector
is constructed as a random permutation of all machines. The
breakpoint vector is given by the integer vector [b1 b2 b3],

where b1 is set to a random integer in the closed interval [0, m]
(m is the number of machines), b2 ∈ [b1, m], and b3 ∈ [b2, m].

3) Evaluation: Each individual corresponds to an infinite
number of solutions, but possesses a single solution, sc, that
simultaneously minimizes the area and cost for this partic-
ular individual (machine sequence). While sc may be easily
obtained via the LP, repeatedly solving this LP during the
search of MOGA is computationally expensive.

Recall that solution sa can be readily constructed for a given
individual S. Thus, the cost and area values of sa can be cal-
culated directly from the problem parameters. Solutions sa

and sc both consume the minimum area for a given sequence,
although the total cost for sa may exceed that for sc. We have
found that the cost differences between these two solutions is
small for a given sequence. Furthermore, for a sequence, if its
sa has a smaller cost value, then the cost value of its sc tends
to be smaller. We use the quickly-determined solution of sa as
a surrogate for sc in evaluating a particular individual.

Based on their objective function values, all individuals in
Pg are sorted by the well-known fast non-dominated sorting
approach and crowding-distance [22] to assign each individual
a ranking value.

4) Selection and Crossover: In generation g, a binary tour-
nament selection (see [22]) is applied to population Pg to form
a diversified population P′g with n individuals. That is, each
individual in P′g is chosen as the better solution (with a smaller
rank value) among two solutions randomly picked from pop-
ulation Pg. Next, a crossover operation is applied to pairs of
individuals in P′g to form population P′′g .

For each pair of individuals, the probability that this pair
will undergo a crossover is given by 0 ≤ pc ≤ 1. The crossover
operation is applied to both the sequence and breakpoint vec-
tors. Thus, two parents (e.g., parents 1 and 2) will generate
two children (e.g., child 1 and child 2).

For the sequence vector, uniform crossover [23] is adopted,
where a binary string of length m is generated for each chosen
pair of parents. To create child 1, genes of parent 1 correspond-
ing to a “1” in the binary string are copied to the corresponding
positions of the child. The remaining (missing) genes in child
1 are taken from parent 2, according to the order in which
they appear in parent 2’s sequence vector. Similarly, child 2 is
created by selecting the genes of parent 2 corresponding to a
“1” in the binary string, with the remaining genes copied from
parent 1. For the breakpoint vector, each gene of a child is a
random integer sampled from the values of the corresponding
genes of the two parents.

5) Mutation: Each individual in population P′′g (with n
individuals) undergoes a mutation operation with mutation
probability 0 ≤ pm ≤ 1. As a result, an offspring population
Qg of size n is created. If an individual mutates, the mutation
operator is applied to either its sequence vector or breakpoint
vector (not both). Let ps

m and pb
m represent the probabilities that

the sequence and breakpoint vectors, respectively, are mutated,
where ps

m + pb
m = 1.

If the sequence vector is chosen, the mutation operator
swaps the positions of two randomly-selected machines. If the
mutation operator is applied to the breakpoint vector, it ran-
domly selects one gene and sets the gene’s value to a random
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integer in a given range. To ensure the feasibility of the result-
ing breakpoint vector, the range is set to be [0, b2] ([b1, b3],
[b2, m]) for the first (second, third) gene of the vector, where
b1 (b2, b3) is the value of the first (second, third) gene.

6) Create Population for Next Generation: If the archive
set, A, is not updated for Iter consecutive generations, then
the population is reinitialized. Otherwise, combine Pg and Qg

to form a population Rg of size 2n. Individuals in Rg are
then sorted by the fast non-dominated sorting approach and
crowding-distance. The top n individuals in Rg are selected to
form the population of the next generation, Pg+1.

B. Improving Solutions via Linear Programming

After the MOGA is terminated, archive set A contains a
collection of non-dominated individuals, each of which rep-
resents a machine sequence. Although an arbitrary machine
sequence, S, corresponds to an infinite number of solutions
to a DBLP, there is only one non-dominated solution, sc,
for S. This solution is identified by solving an LP to find
the true optimal location for each machine in the partic-
ular sequence, S. Thus, the final Pareto solutions for the
DBLP may be found by solving the LP for each machine
sequence in the archive set, keeping only those non-dominated
solutions.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed MOGA-LP is applied to representa-
tive problem instances and compared against an exact
approach (CPLEX) to evaluate its effectiveness.

DBLP instances were generated as follows. First, the
weighted material flow values, fij, were constructed by assum-
ing that 8 to 10 product types are to be produced, each
with a production quantity of 20 to 50 units. Between 25%
and 75% of the machines are visited by a particular product
type, with each product being assigned a sequence of vis-
its to those machines. Thus, fij was calculated as the sum of
products whose routes include machine i immediately preced-
ing machine j. Parameters c and e are ∼unif[0.5, 2.0]; di is
∼unif[0.5, 1.5]; wi is ∼unif[0.5, 2.5]; aij is ∼unif[0.25, 2.25];
and C is ∼unif[ mini∈I{di}, maxi∈I{di} + 0.5].

The problem sizes of the DBLP are chosen to be 10, 20, 30,
50 and 75 machines. Three representative problem instances
are generated for each problem size. Instances P1

10, P2
10 and

P3
10 contain 10 machines. Similarly, instances P1

20 – P3
20,

P1
30 – P3

30, P1
50 – P3

50, and P1
75 – P3

75 contain 20, 30, 50 and
75 machines, respectively.

A. Algorithm Parameters

The mutation operator for the sequence vector actually pre-
forms a local search. It well knows that local search is effective
for sequence problems. As such, we set pm = 1 to allow the
mutation operator to be applied to each individual. The prob-
abilities of applying the mutation to either the sequence or
breakpoint vectors are given by ps

m = 0.8 and pb
m = 0.2,

respectively. We let the crossover probability pc = 0.2 and the
population size n = 100. To make the MOGA adequately con-
verge, the number of generations, maxGen, is set to 150,000,

200,000, 250,000, 300,000 and 350,000 for problem instances
with 10, 20, 30, 50 and 75 machines, respectively. We set the
size of archive set A to be 50 for all problem instances. Iter
is chosen as 1000, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 3000 for instances
with 10, 20, 30, 50 and 75 machines, respectively.

B. Comparison With an Exact Approach

Since the DBLP is newly formulated in this paper, there
exist no solution approaches for comparison. A commercial
mathematical programming solver (IBM ILOG CPLEX ver-
sion 12.5.1.0) is used to solve the mixed integer programming
formulation. The two objectives are combined to form a sin-
gle objective. To make the two objectives have approximately
the same magnitude, we normalize them via the ideal objec-
tive vector, z∗ = (z∗1, z∗2) [24]. The resulting linearly-weighted
objective function is given by

Minimize α
Obj1

z∗1
+(1− α)

Obj2
z∗2

, (41)

where z∗1 (z∗2) is the ideal objective value, i.e., the optimal
objective value produced by using CPLEX to solve the for-
mulation with the single objective of cost (area). To produce a
set of Pareto solutions, α is increased from 0 to 1 by a small
step size (0.1); CPLEX is used to solve the resulting problem
for each value of α.

For P1
10–P3

10, CPLEX is able to find the true optimal solution
for each value of α. CPLEX cannot produce optimal solutions
for other instances in a reasonable time. Thus, the runtime of
CPLEX is restricted to one hour for each α value when solv-
ing P1

20–P3
20 and P1

30–P3
30. CPLEX cannot effectively handle

P1
50–P3

50 and P1
75–P3

75, so it is not applied to those problem
instances.

C. Experimental Results

The MOGA-LP was programmed in C and was executed on
an HP 8100 Elite desktop PC with a quad-core Intel i7-4770
3.4GHz CPU, 16G memory and Ubuntu Linux 10.10 operating
system. Five independent runs of MOGA-LP were performed
for each problem instance.

We first show the Pareto solutions produced by the MOGA-
LP and CPLEX approaches. The non-dominated machine
sequences obtained by the 5 runs of MOGA (denoted by ·, ◦,
+, × and �, respectively) for P1

10 are presented in Figure 5.
The five runs obtain the same five machine sequences, where
S is used as an example in Section III and is illustrated in
Figure 2. For each machine sequence identified by MOGA,
the LP was used to create a solution. Thus, five solutions
(sc and s1-s4) are produced and are represented by ✩. Solution
sc corresponding to the sequence S is shown in Figure 3. Recall
that each individual (sequence) is evaluated in the MOGA
by the solution constructed by separating adjacent machines
by their minimum required clearance (namely sa). However,
the minimum-cost solution, sc, has the same area as sa, but
has a cost that cannot exceed that of sa. Hence, sc will fre-
quently appear directly to the left of the machine sequences
stored in the archive set. Removing those dominated solutions
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF HV AND C-METRIC FOR MOGA-LP AND CPLEX

Fig. 5. Non-dominated machine sequences and their corresponding solutions
found by MOGA-LP for P1

10.

Fig. 6. Pareto solutions found by MOGA-LP and CPLEX for P1
10.

(s1 and s2), the three final Pareto solutions are represented by
✩ in Figure 6. CPLEX produces two Pareto solutions (rep-
resented by large �), which are also captured by MOGA-LP.
Thus, MOGA-LP is able to find the true Pareto front for P1

10.
MOGA-LP can also identify the true Pareto optimal solutions
for P2

10 and P3
10.

For the sake of brevity, we use P1
30 as a sample of other

problem instances to show its Pareto solutions, as presented in
Figure 7. Pareto solutions produced in the five runs of MOGA-
LP are denoted by ·, ◦, +, × and �, respectively; the Pareto
solutions of CPLEX are represented by large �. Compared
to CPLEX, MOGA-LP is able to find more Pareto solutions
distributed in a wide range, and the solution quality of MOGA-
LP is clearly better than that of CPLEX.

Fig. 7. Pareto solutions found by MOGA-LP and CPLEX for P1
30.

Two commonly used metrics for multiobjective opti-
mization algorithm, hypervolume (HV) and set coverage
(C-metric) [25], are adopted to evaluate the algorithm’s per-
formance. In the objective space, let y∗ = (

y∗1, y∗2
)

represent
a point which is dominated by any Pareto solution in a set S.
Then the HV value of S (with regard to y∗) is the volume of
the region dominating y∗ yet dominated by S. A larger HV
value indicates better solution quality. Let A and B be two
sets containing Pareto solutions. Define C-metric C(A, B) as
the percentage of the solutions in B that are dominated by as
least one solution in A. The smaller the C(A, B) value, the
better the quality of B relative to A.

The HV and C-metric values of the Pareto solutions pro-
duced by CPLEX and MOGA-LP for each problem instance
are presented in Table II. The y∗i (i = 1, 2) in HV is set
to be the greatest value of the ith objective among all the
Pareto solutions created by the two approaches. The mean
HV is the mean value of the HVs of five Pareto solution
sets generated by MOGA-LP. The mean C-metric is com-
puted by comparing each pair of Pareto solution sets from the
two approaches. The mean number of solutions is also given
in Table II.

The C-metric values of CPLEX and MOGA-LP for P1
10–

P3
10 are all zero since they produce the coincident solutions

for the three instances. For other instances, MOGA-LP per-
forms significantly better than CPLEX, in terms of both the
HV and C-metric values, indicating that MOGA-LP outper-
forms CPLEX in both aspects of convergence and distribution.
In addition, MOGA-LP generates more Pareto solutions than
CPLEX for each problem instance.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL TIME (IN SECONDS) FOR MOGA-LP AND CPLEX

TABLE IV
MEAN COMPUTATIONAL TIME OF MOGA PER GENERATION OF EVOLUTION

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE MODIFIED NSGA-II AND THE NSGA-II WITHOUT REINITIALIZATION FOR P1

10 AND P2
30

The computational time of MOGA-LP and CPLEX is pre-
sented in Table III. MOGA-LP takes much less time than
the exact approach (CPLEX). For each problem size, MOGA
consumes similar computational time for each of its three
instances while the mean runtime for the LP phase may be
much different for each instance. The LP is run for each non-
dominated sequence created by MOGA, so that the mean LP
runtime for a problem instance is proportional to the num-
ber of non-dominated sequences created by MOGA for this
instance.

Table III indicates that the computational time of MOGA-
LP is mainly consumed by MOGA. Table IV shows the mean
CPU time per generation of MOGA. Not surprisingly, the
computational time increases with problem size. We used a
well-known statistical software package, SPSS, to perform
regression analysis on the relationship between problem size
(x) and the computational time (y). Their relationship is well
fitted by the following quadratic function:

y =
(

1.809× 10−6
)

x2 − (
6.643× 10−7)x+ 0.001. (42)

The regression model’s coefficient of determination, which is
in [0, 1] and reflects goodness of fit, equals 1, and its stan-
dard error of the estimate is approximately 0. The relationship
between x and y is polynomial, not exponential, such that the
increase in time is quite manageable.

To investigate the effect of reinitialization, the reinitializa-
tion and archive set are removed from the modified NSGA-II.
In the interest of brevity, only two representative problem

instances (P1
10 and P2

30) are shown, although the other prob-
lem instances have similar results. Both algorithms were run
150,000 and 250,000 generations for P1

10 and P2
30, respectively.

As summarized in Table V, the modified NSGA-II outperforms
the NSGA-II without reinitialization, in terms of both HV and
C-metric.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper defines a double-bay layout problem arising in
the semiconductor manufacturing context. The DBLP con-
siders the assignment and order of machines in each bay,
as well as the exact location of each machine, and involves
two objectives of material handling cost and layout area.
A mixed integer programming model of the DBLP is estab-
lished. A novel hybrid approach is proposed that combines
a multi-objective meta-heuristic and a mathematical model-
based approach. A modified NSGA-II is used to find a set
of non-dominated machine sequences, and the LP determines
the optimal locations of machines in each non-dominated
sequence, thus creating a collection of final Pareto solutions.
Experiments show that the proposed MOGA-LP effectively
solves this problem and has better performance than either
an exact approach or the traditional NSGA-II. By consider-
ing both space and material handling costs simultaneously, a
compact layout that shortens component travel distances is
produced. This reduces both one time (footprint) costs and
recurring (operational) costs in semiconductor manufacturing.
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Future research directions include the generalization of the
DBLP to more than two bays. Another relevant extension is
to consider bi-directional tracks for material transfer.
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